DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY’S
YOUTH COUNCIL
LOCHAR: BY-ELECTION

HEATHER MCKEAN (SHE/HER)

I’LL CAMPAIGN FOR:
More help for people with mental health issues
My area to become more environmentally conscious
More help for LGBTQ+ especially transgender people

I believe I would be good councillor because I am accepting of everyone and open to compromise but I am determined to make my area a better place.

ONLINE VOTE WILL OPEN ON AUGUST 10TH - 19TH - ALL INFO CAN BE FOUND AT @YOUTHCOUNCILDG

@_xheathermx_
I think you should vote for me because I have a genuine passion for making positive change, and am eager to improve both skill-wise and as a person. I also have personal experience with public speaking, and can work well under deadlines.

ONLINE VOTE WILL OPEN ON AUGUST 10TH - 19TH - ALL INFO CAN BE FOUND AT @YOUTHCOUNCILDG

@__brionybt__
DUMFRIES & GALLOWAY'S
YOUTH COUNCIL
LOCHAR: BY-ELECTION

JESSICA LAMONT

I CARE ABOUT...
Standing up for young people and young adults with special needs.
Making sure our communities are accessible for everyone - including people who use wheelchairs and people with visual/sight issues.
Ending bullying.

I will work hard to make things easier for people who are bullied and people with special needs. I care about standing up for young people and want to help make sure people know where to go if they need help.

ONLINE VOTE WILL OPEN ON AUGUST 10TH - 19TH - ALL INFO CAN BE FOUND AT @YOUTHCOUCNILDG

'I WILL STAND UP FOR YOU!'